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consumer choice
I am particularly in favour of Victoria introducing a container deposit scheme - why don't
we have one yet? South Australia's scheme proves this reduces littering and waste. I would
like to see the state use the $400 million Sustainability Fund to introduce this and to focus
on education. Developing and delivering education campaigns focusing on informed and
practical waste reduction information will allow community members to move their
mindset to reducing, reusing and repairing instead of the linear process of consuming,
using and then throwing out. A circular economy needs to be achieved. This includes
supporting businesses to revolutionise reusable packaging (such as compostable cardboard
and refillable glass milk bottles - this has already been the case 30 years ago, why can't it
happen again?). I truly believe the emphasis needs to be placed on education and ensuring
Victorians understand that we need to REDUCE our waste and REPAIR/REUSE what we
already have. There are amazing repair cafe's in Victoria already, this need our support and
funding.
I'd like to also emphasise that incinerating our recycling will have a devastating impact on
our environment. Converting waste to energy this way is simply not acceptable and a cop
out to dealing with this recycling and waste management crisis. The carbon footprint
created with burning rubbish does not make it a sustainable energy source, and therefore, I
am strongly against the funding of Combustion or Thermal waste to Energy technologies.
This is not a solution to this crisis.
I hope you strongly consider such points in the inquiry into recycling and waste
management in Victoria and consideration is given to the circular economy, rather than a
linear one and commit to reducing, refusing, reusing, repairing and recycling.
Thank you kindly,
Emily Jeffery
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